TOWN OF RAMAPO
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS AGENDA
MARCH 15, 2018

ADJOURNED FROM 1/18/2018
XBA – 4565  CONG. MOSHE VITZNITZ  256 VIOLA RD.
XBA – 4567  CONG. BIRCHOS YOSEF  39 SADDLE RVR. RD.
XBA – 4577  MOSHE TEITELBOYM  1 MEADOW LANE

ADJOURNED FROM 2/1/2018
XBA – 4569  MENDEL BIRNBAUM  4 FRED ELLER DR.

ADJOURNED FROM 2/15/2018
XBA – 4572  AHARON FRIEDMAN  102 BLAUVELT RD.

XBA – 4563  AISH HATORAH NEW YORK, INC.  50 CARLTON RD.
XBA – 4593  ISRAEL & CHAYA B. OSTÉR  28 SUNRISE DR.
XBA – 4594  TILLU MILLER  16 HOWARD DR.
XBA – 4595  JACOB NOJOVITZ  2 TOWER LANE
XBA – 4596  TZVI GOLDRING  16 STONEHAM LANE

***Please be advised that this agenda is subject to change***